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Teaching or inquisition?

The disputation in the University of the Reformation (1502-1560)

prof. Riccardo Burigana

My paper aims to illustrate the role of disputation in the Reformation, outlining its

transformation from a rhetorical exercise to the fundamental tool for the affirmation of a new model

of knowledge and faith. The disputation becomes one of the ways for defining the doctrine of

Lutheran Church and for evaluating the orthodoxy of the professors and students at the University.

Such a transformation could be observed by analyzing the different redactions of the Statutes of the

University and the content of the disputations in the Faculty of Theology.

Attention will be concentrated on the University of Wittenberg, where Luther and

Melanchthon promoted the Reformation of the Church by their public lectures; even they reflected

upon the importance of the re-thinking the University. The disputations of Luther and Melanchthon

are the mirror of their opinions on and projects for the new model of University and they show the

change in the relationship between professors and princeps during the first decades of the

Reformation.

The paper covers the period from the foundation of the University of Wittenberg (1502)  to

the death of Melanchthon (1560), i.e from the «teaching» of  late medieval disputation to the

«inquisition» of the Lutheran University.

The Statutes of new university of Wittenberg (1508) according to the tradition

In the late medieval University the disputation appears reduced just a rhetorical exercise in which

the dimension of debate is totally absent; the rules for the promotion of the students and for the

debate among the professors show the decadence which the disputation lives, although, in extra-

academic circles, a new model of disputation grows up under the influence of Renaissance.

Therefore there is the idea that people can re-think the structure of theological knowledge by the

disputation; they are attempts isolated, often utopian, which show the aim to find out new path for

reforming the life of the Church. In the light of such a project, still to be wildly understood, the

reform of University, promoted at Wittenberg, should be reconstructed in the larger context of

European Renaissance for pointing out  the long roots of the process of re-thinking of theology and

policy in the XVIth century.
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The Urkundebuch der Universität Wittenberg, teil I (1502-1611), edited by Walter

Friedensburg, published in Magdeburg 1926, contains the text of the Statutes of the University of

Wittenberg and their reading  shows  how much the role and the nature of the disputation from the

beginning of XVIth century to the death of Melanchthon (1560) change. The first Statutes of the

University of Wittenberg were promulgated in 1508, after six of its foundation (1502); they depend

on the model of the University of Tübingen, from where the most eminent professors came and they

deal with the disputation in marginal way.

In the Chapter 20, «De animadversione et poenis neglicenciarum», people can read that it was

imposed to pay the penalty of «unum aureum» in the case of absence of a professor in the «disputa

circolaria» and the penalty of «duo aurea» in the case of absence from «disputacio ordinaria et

solemnis», while the absence from a lecture was punished by the payment of «dimium aureum»: the

absence from the academic disputation seems to be considered worst than the absence from other

activities of the University, also from the lectures.  The text located in the traditional line, as the

affirmation on the possibility to held the disputation in the place of a lecture, as we read at the

Chapter 30 «De vacanciis».

The Statutes of the Faculty of Theology, still promulgated in 1508 together the one of the

other three Faculties of the University, have more references on the nature of the disputation. In the

Chapter 5, «De officio decani», it was told that the dean should assign «promovendis questiones

disputandas, assignatas una cum die, hora et loco»; still the dean constitutes «promociones similiter

et disputaciones, specivocando nomina promotoris, promovendi, presidentis et respondentis». In the

Chapter 9, «De officio theologorum», the criteria of the disputation are described in very detailed

way: «Quilibet magister preter examinatoriam publice, solemniter et ordinarie in anno semel

disputet, circulariter autem disputent magistri omnes secundum eorum ordinem singulis sextis feriis

exceptis vacanciis generalibus, in quibus disputent baccalaurei, ab hora prima ad horam terciam

Eximinatorie autem disputaciones habeantur sextis feriis ante prandium per horas tres, prater eas

que per pro licencia fiunt, quas statuimus durare per integrum diem et, ut prediximus, in materia

respiciente quattuor libros sentenciarum.» So detailed dispositions on the time and on  the shapes of

disputation, but no words on its meaning show which role it played in the university before the

Reformation. The disputation is to be «sincere, amice, non clamorose et odiose», but it is not a

turning-point in the life of the Church.

Also the Statutes of the Faculty of Theology depend strongly on the traditional structure of the

late-medieval University, but Luther and Melanchthon were able to transform and to renewal rules

and content of the public disputation.
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The «ars disputandi» of Luther and Melanchthon for reforming the Church and State

Luther considers the disputation as the fundamental tool for the affirmation of a new model of faith

and knowledge. He used the disputation to explain his ideas about the indulgences, about the

Church, about the Thomistic Philosophy and about the nature of the church, from very beginnings

of his public «protest». The public disputation  becomes the occasion to debate hopes and

expectations for the Reformation of the Church; it assumes quite important roles in the creation and

establishment of Lutheran Church, founded on the Scripture and the Traditions of Apostolic times.

Luther’s idea on the disputation was a perspective, widely shared by the other Reformators, as

Melanchthon and Carlstadt, who more and more saw the disputation as the best place for a deep

study of the issues of a new theology.

Luther’s disputations cover his life and therefore limiting such a activity on the years 1517-

1519 means to impoverish the  understanding of Luther’s theology. His disputations are

concentrated especially in two seasons of his life, but there is a strong link among the disputations,

because they deal with same topics. Luther wrote the disputation when he thinks it is necessary

asking a public debate on the central questions for the Reformation of the Church and  for the

defense of the Scripture. The University is not only the place where Luther reads the Bible, but it is

also the place where he debates  the present and the future of the Church. The teaching changes for

the presence of Luther’s proposals of Reformation.

In the recent historiography on the Reformation new great attention has been paid to the

disputations of Luther, especially in the last years of his life, the time of “The Last Battles”, through

a reading which is not limited to examining the content of disputations, but which understands the

shapes and the ways by which Luther determined a new praxis and reflection within the Lutheran

Church.  There have been some interesting studies on Luther's disputations in the last two decades,

while Melanchthon's disputations are often ignored by historiography since the beginning of

century. It is clear that there are some objective obstacles to study Melanchthon’s disputations, as

the difficulty to collect  each part of a disputation, from the invitation to students and professors, the

quaestio, the introductory speech, the thesis and the debate between the candidate and the

professors. As the index of theses shows, Melanchthon drafted more than 100 series of thesis from

1520 to 1560 just few weeks before his death in various fields of knowledge (theology, astronomy,

philosophy, law). Some of these texts are published in the Corpus Reformatorum, some only in

Melanchthon's or Luther's XVIth-century edition, and some exist only in manuscript.

Analysis of disputations allows one to understand the development of Melanchthon's thought

on some important theological and political topics and to establish the connections, and the

differences, between Renaissance and the Reformation, in terms of the use of models and of
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citations from the classical world and from humanism. The thesis throw light on the circulation of

knowledge in Europe before and during the Reformation, because many candidates became a

member of political and cultural elite of Lutheran communities.

At the moment at which the centrifugal forces of the Reformation debate produced tensions

and divisions inside the Reformation, putting in doubt its very operation, Melanchthon engaged

himself to create a model able to receive and to dampen these forces, promoting the reform of

University, whose he drafts the new Statutes of the Faculty of Theology.

The disputation in the new Statutes of the Faculty of Theology of Wittenberg (1533)

The introduction of new edition of the Statutes of the Faculty of Theology of 1533 shows which are

the ends of University for Melanchthon, after assuming the central role in the process of reform of

academic system in Wittenberg «Ut in ecclesiis totius ditionis nostrae et in puerilibus scholis, ita in

academia, penes quam semper debet esse praecipua gubernatio et censura doctrinae, volume puram

evangelii doctrinam, consentaneam confessioni, quam Augustae anno 1530 imperatori Carolo

exhibuimus, quam doctrinam certo statuimus esse verum et perpetuum consensum catholicae

ecclesiae dei, pie et fideliter proponi, conservari et propagari.»  The teaching of University is to

follow  the doctrine of the Church, according the Confession of Augsburg, for preaching, preserving

and defending Holy Scriptures. Therefore it should be a strict control on the teaching: «Severissime

etiam prohibemus, spargi ac defendi haereses veteres damnatas in synodis Nicena,

Constantinopolitana. Ephesina et Chalcedonensi; nam harum synodorum decretis de explicatione

doctrinae de patre, filio et spiritu sancto et de duabus naturis in Christo nato ex virgine Maria

assentiumur eaque judicamus in scriptis apostolicis certo tradita esse.» The reference to the first

centuries of Christianity introduces the parallel between the Patristic age and the Lutheran

Reformation; Wittenberg is the place where  you can learn the true doctrine of the true Church and

at same time you can learn how punish the heretics.

In the Chapter 2 this issue is clearer because it is written that the «disputa publica» is

necessary for evaluating the students who wish to inscribe to the University of Wittenberg, after

attending other universities. The «publica disputa» becomes the best tool for evaluating the

«eruditio» of the candidates, although they got the bachelor, before coming to Wittenberg.

In the disputations, as in the lectures, the professors should avoid the language obscure and

confused, because they teach the doctrine according the model of Christ, as it is written in the

Chapter 3 on the teaching; the University can punish the professors, who don’t follow this law.

The timing and the rules of the disputation are described systematically in the Chapter 5. The

«doctores theologiae» are called to held «singulis annis quadrantibus una publica disputatio» in
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which address only the doctrinal topics which can be useful for the students. The subject of the

disputation is to be presented to dean of the faculty for having the placet before the public

discussion; the dean can suggest corrections, but without the placet of the dean and the correction of

unclear points the dean and the rector are to postpone the disputation, asking to discuss the

disputation only among the professors of Faculty of Theology to evaluate the orthodoxy of the

author of the propositions.

These rules show clearly that, already in 1533, the disputation got an important role in the

process of definition of the new faith and new knowledge not only inside the University of

Wittenberg, but especially inside the Lutheran Church.

After the Interim of Augsburg: what was disputed?

In the last years of his life Melanchthon engaged himself in the drafting a long series of

propositions for relaunching the pastoral care and the political activity of the Lutheran Church, after

the defeat of Mühlberg.  The disputations regarded the promotion of some students, as Johannes

Aurifaber,  Georg von Venediger and David Voit. They are going to  be introduced in the civil and

religious elitè as political counselors, pastors and professors for spreading and for defending the

Lutheran doctrine on the Church and on the society. The disputation becomes the formal act in

which they are recognized able for getting charge of first class, after the years in the university of

Wittenberg, which became the model of the Lutheran universities. The disputations dealt  with

some of most important topics of the Lutheran doctrine. The list  is very interesting for

understanding what Melanchthon considered fundamental: the penitence in 1548, the prayer and the

task of God in the world in 1549, the Church and the difference between Law and Gospel in  1550,

the creation in 1551,  the divine order  1553, the civil society and the prayer in 1554, the nature of

the Church and the human society in 1556, the profession of faith in 1559 and finally the role of the

Church in the definition of theology and moral in 1560.

Melanchthon introduced long quotations from the Scripture, from the Fathers, from the

Classics and from the corpus of Lutheran Church, especially from the Confession of Augsburg;

these sources represent the cultural and doctrinal universe which Melanchthon taught in the

university of Wittenberg during almost forty years in different faculties: the disputation  is the last

occasion for checking how much the students received from new faith and knowledge of Lutheran

Church.

I will not here discuss, in details, Melanchthon’s positions on these topics. Instead I want just

to emphasize the distance traveled by Melanchthon in the definition of a new way of understanding

the role of disputation inside the Lutheran Church. In these public disputations a principle is
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asserted that shows the decision of an attempt to proceed in new direction with respect to the

evaluation of the orthodoxy of future bishops, professors and politicians, i.e. of the high society of

Lutheran world. The disputation is the gate through which you could pass from the desert

(University) to the Holy City (Lutheran Church and State).


